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 Two dimensional network of carbon nanotubes are a promising electronic material 
for future applications to flexible thin-film electronic devices1. Of the various 
methods used for the fabrication of carbon nanotube network (CNTn), vacuum 
filtration method produces the most uniform distribution of carbon nanotubes and 
also allows density control making it possible for the CNTns to have reliable 
electrical characteristics2.  
 
Here, we report on a method which allows in-situ formation of device patterns while 
the CNTn is being formed. By lithographically patterning a resist layer on the filter 
membrane, the nanotubes will be guided to the exposed areas of the filter surface 
during vacuum filtration and the resulting CNTn will conform to the defined resist 
pattern. The schematic diagram of the selective filtration process is shown in Fig 1.  
Also, by directly molding a layer of poly-dimethylsiloxane(PDMS) on the surface of 
the membrane with the CNTn pattern, it is possible to directly imbed the CNTn 
device pattern into the elastomer surface resulting in the fabrication of a flexible 
and transparent CNTn device structure. The flexible CNTn device structure on 
PDMS is shown in Fig 2. The electrical characteristics of the flexible CNTN devices 
with various dimensions showed uniform square resistances and was reliably 
controlled with CNT density. Characteristics of NH3 gas sensing operation is 
shown in Fig 3 which showed nanotube density dependent sensitivity to gas 
exposure. We will also present tensile strain and pressure dependent conductivity 
of the flexible CNTn devices and demonstrate mechanical reliability and its 
possible application as mechanical strain and pressure sensors.  
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the selective vacuum filtration process. (a) Before 
vacuum filtration, (b) during vacuum filtration, (c) after CNTn pattern formation and 
lift-off, and (d) PDMS direct molding and CNTn transfer 
 
 
 

       
 

Fig. 2. Flexible CNTn devices fabricated by       Fig. 3. Gas sensing characteristics  
PDMS direct molding on patterned filter            of the flexible CNTn devices. The  
membrane surface. The magnified portion of    CNT density was controlled by  
the device surface shows the SEM image of     setting the CNT amount in solution  
the CNTn imbedded in the PDMS surface.        for the selective vacuum filtration. 


